interactive floor plan on view at Dia Beacon

click on the artists’ last names embedded within the floor plan for more information

At Dia, we value all people and welcome you. We are here to help while keeping you and the artwork safe. Respect is mutual. We will treat you with respect and expect the same from you.

Jo Baer  Sol LeWitt
Larry Bell  Mario Merz
Louise Bourgeois  Max Neuhaus
John Chamberlain  Blinky Palermo
Melvin Edwards  Charlotte Posenenske
Dan Flavin  Gerhard Richter
Sam Gilliam  Dorothea Rockburne
Michael Heizer  Fred Sandback
Robert Irwin  Richard Serra
Joan Jonas  Robert Smithson
Donald Judd  Michelle Stuart
On Kawara  Andy Warhol
Imi Knoebel  Lawrence Weiner
Louise Lawler  Marian Zazeela

Please maintain a safe distance and do not touch the artwork.
* This gallery contains barbed wire. Children must be accompanied by an adult.

For more information about the artists and artworks on view, including checklists, essays, and other resources, scan the QR codes in the galleries or visit diaart.org.